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Aims: To briefly explore the role of law and/in film through guided 

module readings, seminar-style small-group discussions, and an 

independent writing project. 

 

Outcomes: On successful completion of this module, students will 

be able to: 

 

 Briefly identify different film (including television) forms 

over time (the courtroom drama, the police procedural, 

the western, etc). 

 Explore and examine the manner in which the law and 

lawyers are represented in film (including questions of 

gender, race, etc). 

 Critically analyse and assess this representation for accuracy. 

 Evaluate the use of film for polemical or reform purposes. 

 Express these outcomes in a written assignment prepared in 

light of class readings and discussions. 
 

Format and Assessment: The class will include guided module 

readings, seminar-style small-group discussions, and an 

independent writing project. A student’s total marks include 

constructive participation in group discussions (20%) and a written 

assignment (80%) due at the end of Week Thirteen.  

 

The written assignment will require the student to prepare, in light 

of class readings and discussions, a series of short film reviews 

(c12) and a very short essay on the relationship of law and/in film 

(two pages). The films to be reviewed will be a combination of 

required films and films selected by the student either from the 

approved list (to be distributed in Week One) or independently 

approved by the lecturer. ‘Films’ include cinema, as well as 

television movies or programmes. 
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Students will meet fortnightly to view films or for informal group 

discussions. They’ll receive a detailed module overview in the first 

meeting. Students will be asked about their writing project during 

the semester, but no written work will be due until Week Thirteen. 

 

Students are strongly encouraged to personalise their film selection  

(portrayals of law firms, military justice, slavery, etc) and perspective 

(comparative, criminal law, feminism, historical, rights, etc). 

 

Students should use the weekly meetings to clarify their own 

understanding of the themes of the class as well as the manner in 

which they apply in their written assignment. The meetings should 

provide them with constructive feedback on their class 

performance throughout the semester. 

 

Texts:  The required text for the class will be selected from the 

following:  

 

 David A Black, Law in Film: Resonance and Representation 

(University of Illinois Press) 

 Ross D Levi, The Celluloid Courtroom: A History of Legal 

Cinema (Praeger 2005)  

 Steve Greenfield, Guy Osborn, and Peter Robson (eds), Film 

and the Law: The Cinema of Justice (Hart 2010) 

 Michael Asimow and Shannon Mader, Law and Popular 

Culture: A Course Book ((2nd edn) Peter Lang 2013) 

 

Additional reading may be required and high marks on the writing 

project may require independent supplementary reading. Other 

useful works include: 

 

 Peter Robson and Jessica Silbey (eds), Law and Justice on the 

Small Screen (Hart 2012) 

 Michael Asimow, Kathryn Brown, David Ray Papke (eds), 

Law and Popular Culture: International Perspectives (Cambridge 

Scholars 2014) 

 Law in Film: Representing Law in Movies (a special issue of the 

(2001) 28 Journal of Law and  Society) 
 


